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We prove an almost sure central limit theorem for some multidimensional
stochastic algorithms used for the search of zeros of a function and known to satisfy
a central limit theorem. The almost sure version of the central limit theorem
requires either a logarithmic empirical mean (in the same way as in the case of
independent identically distributed variables) or another scale, depending on the
choice of the algorithm gains.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Almost sure central limit theorems (a.s.CLT) were first established
simultaneously by Brosamler [2] and Schatte [18] for real independent
identically distributed variables Xk , k1. Assuming that E(Xk)=m and
var (Xk)=_2, they proved that the classical central limit theorem (CLT)
- n \
n
k=1 Xk
n
&m+wD N(0, _2)
(N denoting the Gaussian distribution and wD the convergence in
distribution) has an almost sure version
1
ln n
:
n
k=1
1
k
$- k (((kj=1 Xj)k)&m) ON(0, _
2) a.s.,
where $x denotes the point mass at x and O the weak convergence.
This result was extended by Lacey and Philipp [11] for weakly dependent
variables, and by Rodzik and Rychlik [17] for independent non identically
distributed random variables. More recently, Chaabane [3] established an
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a.s.CLT for unidimensional martingales, and Chaabane, Maaouia and
Touati [4] considered the case of multidimensional martingales.
In this paper, we prove that multidimensional stochastic algorithms used
for the search of zeros of a function h, and which are known to satisfy a
CLT, also fulfill an a.s.CLT.
More precisely, we consider a stochastic algorithm of the form
Zn+1=Zn+#n[h(Zn)+rn+1]+_n=n+1 , (1)
where the function h is defined on Rd and is Rd-valued, the disturbances
(rn) and (=n) are two sequences of d-dimensional random vectors, defined
on a probability space (0,A, P) and adapted to a filtration F=(Fn)n0 ,
and Z0 is F0 -measurable; the gains (#n) and (_n) are two nonrandom
strictly positive sequences, decreasing to zero, such that  #n=+,
 #2n<+.
Such an algorithm is quite general, since it includes the algorithms of
Robbins and Monro and Kiefer and Wolfowitz, as well as the algorithms
with Markovian disturbances (an overview of these algorithms can be
found in [7]).
Many criteria ensure the almost sure convergence or the convergence
with a strictly positive probability of (Zn) towards a zero z* of h (see
among many others [1, 7, 8, 10, 13]). In order to ensure their applications
to various cases, our results are conditional results with respect to the
event 1(z*)=[Zn  z*] where h(z*)=0.
Under some local assumptions given in Section 2, if P[1(z*)]>0, the
sequence (Zn) satisfies a conditional CLT,
given 1(z*), Tn=#n_2n (Zn&z*)w
D
N(0, 7), (2)
where 7 is a positive definite matrix (see for instance [1, 10, 13, 14, 20]
for the case P[1(z*)]=1 and [7] or [15] for the case P[1(z*)]>0).
(The sentence (2) means that the asymptotic conditional law of Tn with
respect to 1(z*) is N(0, 7).)
Our main purpose is to establish the following a.s.CLT,
a.s. on 1(z*),
1
nk=1 #k
:
n
k=1
#k$- #k_2k (Zk&z*) ON(0, 7),
i.e., there exists a P-null set N/1(z*) such that for all | # 1(z*)&N,
1
nk=1 #k
:
n
k=1
#k$- #k_2k (Zk(|)&z*) ON(0, 7).
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It is interesting to note that, in this almost sure version of the CLT, we
obtain different types of normalization, according to the chosen gains. For
#n=#0n, we get a logarithmic empirical mean (in the same way as in the
independent case), whereas for #n=#0 n: with :<1, we obtain another
scale.
Our assumptions and results are precisely stated in Section 2, as well as
an application to Newton's recursive estimator. Section 3 is devoted to the
proofs.
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND MAIN RESULT
First we give the required assumptions.
Assumptions (A1) about the Function h. There exists a neighborhood U
of z*, such that for all z in U,
h(z)=H(z&z*)+O(&z&z*&2),
where the matrix H is stable (i.e., all the real parts of the eigenvalues of H
are strictly negative).
From now on, we shall denote by &L the largest real part of the
eigenvalues of H.
Assumptions (A2) about the Disturbances. (i) There exist M>0 and
b>2 such that almost surely
E(=n+1 |Fn) 1[&Zn&z*&M]=0;
sup
n0
[E(&=n+1&b |Fn) 1[&Zn&z*&M]]<.
(ii) There exists a nonrandom symmetric positive definite matrix C
such that limn Cn=C a.s. on 1(z*), where Cn=E(=n+1=Tn+1 |Fn).
(iii) For ; given in assumptions (A3), there exists \>;2 such that
rn+1=O(&Zn&z*&2)+r (1)n+1 and &r
(1)
n+1& 1[&Zn&z*&M]=O(n
&\).
Assumptions (A3) about the Gains. There exist two decreasing positive
functions # and _, defined over [0, +[, such that #n=#(n) and _n=_(n)
for all integer n, the function v=#_2 is increasing, differentiable with
v()= and its differential v$ is a regularly varying function with
exponent ;&1, 0;1. Moreover, # and _ satisfy
[either gains of type (1, ;)]
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(i) For t1, #(t)=#0 t with 2#0L>;.
(ii) For t1, _(t)=_0 ts with _0>0, 2s=1+;, and 12<s1.
[or gains of type (:, ;)]
# is differentiable and its differential #$ varies regularly with
exponent (&1&:), where max[12; 2b]<:<1.
We set `=;2#0 for the gains of type (1, ;), and `=0 for the gains of type
(:, ;).
Assumptions (A1) to (A3) are local. Thus, the results stated below can
be applied as soon as P[1(z*)]>0, and whatever the behavior of (Zn)
outside of 1(z*) may be. In particular, they apply to projected or truncated
algorithms in the framework of [5] or [10]. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, the algorithm (1) includes the most usual cases. The function h can
be either known (and then rn=0, (=n) is an artificially introduced noise, for
instance a sequence of independent identically distributed random vectors)
or observable only together with a disturbance. When rn=0 and _n=#n ,
(1) is the well-known RobbinsMonro algorithm. Our assumptions on the
sequence (rn) allow Markovian disturbances in the context of [1], and
when h=&{V (with V : RdR), (1) is the KieferWolfowitz algorithm.
Finally, assumptions (A3) are fulfilled by the usual gains #n=_n=#0 n,
2L#0>1, or #n=_n=#0 n:, max[12; 2b]<:<1.
We have proved in [15], under assumptions (A1) to (A3), the following
conditional CLT,
given 1(z*), - v(n) (Zn&z*) w
D
N(0, 7), (3)
where 7 is the solution of the Lyapunov equation
(H+`I ) 7+7(HT+`I )=&C. (4)
Our main result is the a.s. version of (3).
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (A1) to (A3),
a.s. on 1(z*),
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#k$- v(k) (Zk&z*) ON(0, 7),
where 7 is the solution of (4) and sn=nk=1 #k .
Such a weighted empirical mean also appears in [16], where we proved,
under assumptions (A1) to (A3), the following quadratic strong law of
large numbers:
a.s. on 1(z*), lim
n
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#kv(k)(Zk&z*)(Zk&z*)T=7. (5)
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The following corollary is a straightforward consequence of the combination
of Theorem 1 and (5).
Corollary 1. We assume (A1) to (A3). For any almost everywhere
continuous function , : RdR such that |,(x)|K(1+&x&2) for some
positive constant K, we have, almost surely on 1(z*),
lim
n
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#k,[- v(k) (Zk&z*)]=| ,(x) dF(x),
where F is the N(0, 7) probability distribution.
Before beginning the proof, we explain how our results can be applied to
Newton's recursive estimator.
Let (Yk) be a sequence of independent identically distributed random
vectors absolutely continuous with respect to some measure *. Let us
denote by f (%, } ) the probability density of Yk , where % #3, 3 an open
subset of Rd, and assume this statistical model to be regular [6].
In this framework, it is known that the maximum likelihood estimator
%n*, which maximizes the likelihood of the sample (Y1 , ..., Yn), is asymptoti-
cally efficient, i.e., it satisfies the CLT
- n (%n*&%)w
D
N(0, [I(%)]&1),
where I(%)=E([{ ln f (%, Yk)][{ ln f (%, Yk)]T) is the Fisher information
of the model. Following [19], this estimator also fulfills an a.s. CLT
1
ln n
:
n
k=1
1
k
$- k (%*k&%) =O
a.s.
N(0, [I, (%)]&1).
However, the explicit computation of the maximum likelihood estimator
is often impossible or very complicated and some approximation procedure
is then necessary. For instance, Newton's recursive estimator is given by
% *n+1=% n*+
[I(% n*)]&1
n
{(ln f (% n*, Yn+1)),
i.e.,
% *n+1=% n*+
1
n
[h(% n*)+=n+1],
where h(t)=[I(t)]&1  {(ln f (t, x)) dF% (x).
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Let us assume that there exists b>2 such that the function
t[ | &{(ln f (t, x))&b dF% (x)
exists and is bounded in a neighborhood of % for each % #3; then, as soon
as Newton's recursive estimator is consistent, it satisfies the same CLT and
a.s. CLT as the maximum likelihood estimator. As a matter of fact, a
straightforward application of our results leads to the following conditional
convergences,
given the event [% n* %], - n (% n*&%)w
D
N(0, [I(%)]&1),
and
a.s. on [% n* %],
1
ln n
:
n
k=1
1
k
$- k (% *k&%) ON(0, [I(%)]
&1).
3. PROOFS
We set Mn+1=nk=0 e
&skH_k=k+1 and Ln+1=esnHMn+1 .
To establish Theorem 1, we first prove that the sequence (Ln) satisfies an
a.s. CLT. Then, we show that the difference between (Ln) and (Zn&z*) is
``small enough'' on 1(z*) so that, on 1(z*), the sequence (Zn&z*) fulfills
the same a.s. CLT as (Ln).
By following a method often used by Lai and Wei (see for instance
[12]), we proved in [16] that, in order to establish an almost sure
asymptotic property of the algorithm (1) on 1(z*), we can strengthen
assumptions (A2), assuming that almost surely on the whole set 0,
E(=n+1 |Fn)=0, sup
n0
E(&=n+1&b |Fn)K, and
sup
n0
(n\ &r (1)n+1&)K.
From now on, we shall assume that these conditions are fulfilled, and thus
that the sequence (Mn) is a square integrable martingale.
Our proof is organized as follows: in Subsection 3.1, we give some preci-
sions on the Lyapunov equation, which are useful for the study made in
Subsection 3.2 of the increasing process of the martingale (Mn). Thanks to
these preliminaries, we can apply a previous a.s. CLT ([4]) to the sequence
(Mn) in Subsection 3.3, and thus prove an a.s. CLT for (Ln). The proof of
Theorem 1 is finally completed in Subsection 3.4.
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Throughout the proof, C denotes a generic positive constant, L a
generic positive increasing slowly varying function, tr(A) the trace of
A and, if A is symmetric, *max(A) (respectively *min(A)) the largest
(respectively the smallest) eigenvalue of A.
If A and B are two symmetric positive matrices, then AB means that
B&A is a nonnegative symmetric matrix.
We set G(t)=t1 #(s) ds.
3.1. On the Lyapunov Equation
Recall that if H is a stable matrix and C a symmetric positive definite
matrix, then the solution 7 of the Lyapunov equation H7+7HT=&C is
given by
7=|

0
etHCetHT dt= lim
t+
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHT du& etHT. (6)
We shall need the following generalization of (6).
Lemma 1. Let b be a positive decreasing function such that b(t) 0 as
t+. We assume that b varies regularly with exponent (&;), ;0. Let
H be a stable matrix, and C a symmetric definite positive matrix. We have
7= lim
t+
1
b(t)
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHTb(u) du& etHT,
where 7 is the symmetric definite positive matrix solution of the Lyapunov
equation H7+7HT=&C.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let x, 0<x<1. Since b is decreasing,
|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHTb(u) du
b(0) |
tx
0
e&uHCe&uHT du+b(tx) |
t
tx
e&uHCe&uHT du.
Therefore,
1
b(t)
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHTb(u) du& etHT

b(0)
b(t)
et(1&x) HetxH _|
tx
0
e&uHCe&uHT du& etxHTet(1&x) HT
+
b(tx)
b(t)
etH _|
t
tx
e&uHCe&uHT du& etHT.
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According to (6),
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHT du& etHT7 as t+,
where 7 is the symmetric definite positive matrix solution of the Lyapunov
equation H7+7HT=&C. Therefore,
b(0)
b(t)
et(1&x) HetxH _|
tx
0
e&uHCe&uHT du& etxHTet(1&x) HT
t
b(0)
b(t)
et(1&x) H7et(1&x) HT.
However, b varies regularly with exponent (&;), ;<+, and &et(1&x) H
7et(1&x) HT&Ce&2L1 t(1&x), 0<L1<L, thus
lim
t+
b(0)
b(t)
et(1&x) HetxH _|
tx
0
e&uHCe&uHT du& etxHTet(1&x) HT=0.
On the other hand, limt+ b(tx)b(t)=x&;, thus
lim
t+
b(tx)
b(t)
etH _|
t
tx
e&uHCe&uHT du& etHT=x&;7.
We then deduce that
lim sup
t+
1
b(t)
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHTb(u) du& etHTx&;7
for any x, 0<x<1. Therefore,
lim sup
t+
1
b(t)
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHTb(u) du& etHT7.
On the other hand, b being a decreasing function,
1
b(t)
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHTb(u) du& etHTetH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHT du& etHT.
Applying again (6),
lim inf
t+
1
b(t)
etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHTb(u) du& etHT7,
which completes the proof of Lemma 1.
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3.2. Study of the Increasing Process of (Mn)
(Mn) is a square-integrable martingale, with increasing process
(M) n+1= :
n
k=0
e&skH_2kCke
&skH
T
,
where Cn is defined in assumptions (A2).
Lemma 2. limn+ v(n) esnH(M) n+1 esnH
T
=7 a.s., where 7 is the
solution of the Lyapunov equation
[H+`I] 7+7[HT+`I]=&C.
Proof of Lemma 2. Set Kn+1=nk=0 e
&skH_2kCe
&skH
T
. We first prove
that
lim
n
v(n) esnHKn+1eenH
T
=7. (7)
Since # is a decreasing function with #()=0, exp(sn)texp(G(n)+c)
where c is a positive constant depending on #. Thus,
v(n) esnHKn+1esnH
Ttv(n) eG(n) H _ :
n
k=0
e&G(k) H_2kCe
&G(k) HT& eG(n) HT.
Set In+1=n+10 e
&G(s) H_2(s) Ce&G(s) HT ds. For any s # [k, k+1], we have
e[G(n)&G(k)] H_2kCe
[G(n)&G(k)] HT&e[G(n)&G(s)] H_2(s) Ce[G(n)&G(s)] HT
=e[G(n)&G(k)] H[_2kC&e
&[G(s)&G(k)] H_2(s) Ce&[G(s)&G(k)] HT]
_e[G(n)&G(s)] HT
with 0G(s)&G(k)#k . Thus,
e[G(n)&G(k)] H_2kCe
[G(n)&G(k)] HT&e[G(n)&G(s)] H_2(s) Ce[G(n)&G(s)] HT
=e[G(n)&G(k)] H[_2kC&[I&G(s)+G(k)+O(#
2
k)] H_
2(s) C
_[I&G(s)+G(k)+O(#2k)] H
T] e[G(n)&G(s)] HT
=e[G(n)&G(k)] H[(_2k&_
2(s)) C+[G(s)&G(k)] _2(s)(1+o(1))
_(HC+CHT)] e[G(n)&G(s)] HT.
Since the differential of _2 varies regularly with exponent &1&:&;,
_2k&_
2(s)k&1&:&;L(k). We deduce that
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&e[G(n)&G(k)] H_2kCe
[G(n)&G(k)] HT&e[G(n)&G(s)] H_2(s) Ce[G(n)&G(s)] HT&
k&1&:&;L(k) &e[G(n)&G(k)] HCe[G(n)&G(k)] HT&
+C#k_2k &e
[G(n)&G(k)] H(HC+CHT) e[G(n)&G(k)] HT&.
Let x, 0<x<1. We have
"v(n) eG(n)H _ :
n
k=0
e&G(k) H_2kCe
&G(k) HT& eG(n) HT
&v(n) eG(n) HIn+1eG(n) H
T"
Cv(n) :
[nx]
k=1 _\k
&1&:&;L(k)+
#2k
v(k)+ &e[G(n)&G(k)] H&2&
+Cv(n) :
n
k=[nx]+1 \k
&1&:&;L(k)+
#2k
v(k)+ .
Let L1 such that 0<L1<L and, if the gains are of type (1, ;),
;(2#0)<L1<min[L; (;+1)(2#0)].
"v(n) eG(n) H _ :
n
k=0
e&G(k) H_2kCe
&G(k) HT& eG(n) HT&v(n) eG(n) HIn+1eG(n) HT"
L(n) n; :
[nx]
k=1 _\k
&1&:&;+
#2k
v(k)+ e&2L1[G(n)&G(k)]&
+L(n) n;[(nx)&:&;+(nx)1&2:&;].
If the gains are of type (1, ;),
L(n) n; :
[nx]
k=1 _\k
&1&:&;+
#2k
v(k)+ e&2L1[G(n)&G(k)]&
tL(n) n;&2#0L1 :
[nx]
k=1
k&2&;+2#0L1
tL(n) n;&2#0L1
 0 as n.
If the gains are of type (:, ;),
L(n) n; :
[nx]
k=1 _\k
&1&:&;+
#2k
v(k)+ e&2L1[G(n)&G(k)]&
L(n) n;e&2L1[G(n)&G(nx)] :
[nx]
k=1 \k
&1&:&;+
#2k
v(k)+
L(n) n;e&2L1[G(n)&G(nx)].
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G varying regularly with exponent 1&:>0,
G(n)&G(nx)=G(n) _1&G(nx)G(n) &tG(n)[1&x1&:],
and we have again
lim
n
L(n) n; :
[nx]
k=1 _\k
&1&:&;+
#2k
v(k)+ e&2L1[G(n)&G(k)]&=0.
Thus, in both cases,
lim
n 0 "v(n) eG(n) H _ :
n
k=0
e&G(k) H_2kCe
&G(k) HT& eG(n) HT
&v(n) eG(n) HIn+1eG(n) H
T"=0.
Therefore, in order to establish (7), we have to prove that
lim
n
v(n) eG(n) HIn+1eG(n) H
T
=7.
We have
In+1=|
G(n+1)
G(0)
_2(G&1(u)) e&uHCe&uHT
du
#(G&1(u))
=|
G(n+1)
0
e&uHCe&uHT
du
v(G&1(u))
.
Gains of type (1, ;).
|
G(n+1)
1
e&uHCe&uHT
du
v(G&1(u))
=
_20
#0 |
G(n+1)
1
e&uHCe&uHT
du
exp(;u#0)
=
_20
#0 |
G(n+1)
1
e&u[H+`I]Ce&u[HT+`I] du.
Applying (6), we deduce that
lim
n
#0
_20
eG(n+1)[HT+`I]In+1eG(n+1)[H
T+`I]=7,
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i.e.,
lim
n
v(n) eG(n) HIn+1eG(n) H
T
=7,
where 7 is the solution of the Lyapunov Eq. (4).
Gains of type (:, ;). G varies regularly with exponent 1&:{0 and v
varies regularly with exponent ;, thus 1v bG&1 is a decreasing function
varying regularly with exponent &;(1&:). Applying Lemma 1, we
deduce that
lim
t
v bG&1(t) etH _|
t
0
e&uHCe&uHT
du
v(G&1(u))& etHT=7
and
lim
n
v(n) eG(n) HIn+1eG(n) H
T
=7,
where 7 is the solution of the Lyapunov equation H7+7HT=&C, which
is equivalent to (4) since `=0 in this case.
Thus, in both cases,
lim
n
v(n) esnHKn+1esnH
T
=7.
However, for any N0,
lim sup
n
&v(n) esnH(Kn+1&(M) n+1) esnH
T&
lim sup
n "v(n) esnH _ :
n
k=N
e&skH(C&Ck) _2ke
&skH
T& esnHT"
(sup
jN
&C&C j&) Q,
where Q is the solution of Lyapunov equation
(H+`I ) Q+Q(HT+`I )=&I.
Thus,
lim sup
n
&v(n) esnH(Kn+1&(M) n+1) esnH
T&=0.
Finally,
lim
n
v(n) esnH(M) n+1 esnH
T
=7.
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3.3. An Almost Sure Central Limit Theorem for (Ln)
Here, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3. 1sn nk=1 #k$- v(k) Lk+1 ON(0, 7) a.s.
We are going to apply the following a.s.CLT for multidimensional
martingales proved by Chaabane et al. [4] to the martingale (Mn).
Result 1. Let (Mn) be a square-integrable martingale such that, for a
sequence of nonrandom matrices (Vn),
(i) limn V&1n (M) n+1 (V
&1
n )
T=7 a.s., with 7 symmetric positive
definite.
(ii) For an a>1, n1 E(&V&1n (Mn+1&Mn)&
a |Fn)<+ a.s.
(iii) For all n large enough, VnVTnVn+1V
T
n+1 .
(iv) an=tr(I&4n4Tn )0 as n, where 4n=V
&1
n+1Vn .
(v) lim infn a&1n (1&&4n&
2)>0, where &4n&2=*max(4n4Tn ).
Then, almost surely,
1
ln[det Vn]2
:
n
k=1 _1&\
det Vk
det Vk+1+
2
& $Vk&1Mk+1 ON(0, 1).
Proof of Lemma 3. Step 1. According to Lemma 2, condition (i) is
fulfilled with Vn=(1- v(n)) e&snH.
Step 2. We have
:
n1
E(&V&1n (Mn+1&Mn)&
b |Fn)= :
n1
E(&- v(n) _n=n+1&b |Fn)
C :
n1
#b2n .
Since 2b<:1,  #b2n <+, and condition (ii) is fulfilled.
Step 3. We have
Vn+1VTn+1&VnV
T
n =
1
v(n+1)
e&sn+1He&sn+1HT&
1
v(n)
e&snHe&snHT
=
e&sn+1H
v(n+1) _I&
v(n+1)
v(n)
e#n+1He#n+1HT& e&sn+1HT.
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Since v$ varies regularly with exponent ;&1, v(n+1)v(n)=1+;n+
o(1n). Thus, v(n+1)v(n)=1+;#0#n+o(#n) if the gains are of type (1, ;)
and v(n+1)v(n)=1+o(#n) if the gains are of type (:, ;). Therefore, in
both cases,
v(n+1)
v(n)
=1+2`#n+o(#n). (8)
We deduce that
I&
v(n+1)
v(n)
e#n+1He#n+1HT
tI&(1+2`#n+1)[I+#n+1H][I+#n+1HT]
t&#n+1[2`I+H+HT],
where the matrix [2`I+H+HT] is stable by assumptions (A1) and (A3).
Thus, for n large enough, Vn+1VTn+1VnV
T
n and condition (iii) is fulfilled.
Step 4. We have 4n=- v(n+1)v(n) e#n+1H, and
I&4n4Tn =I&
v(n+1)
v(n)
e#n+1He#n+1HT
t&#n+1(2`I+H+HT).
Thus limn an=0 and condition (iv) is fulfilled.
Step 5. Finally,
1&&4n&2=1&*max(4n4Tn )=1+*min(&4n4
T
n )
=*min(I&4n4Tn ).
Since (I&4n4Tn )#nt&(2`I+H+HT ) where (2`I+H+HT ) is a stable
matrix, we have
lim inf
n
*min(I&4n4Tn )
tr(I&4n4Tn )
>0
and condition (v) is fulfilled.
Applying Result 1, we deduce that, almost surely,
1
ln[det Vn]2
:
n
k=1 _1&\
det Vk
det Vk+1+
2
& $- v(k) eskHMk+1 ON(0, 7). (9)
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However,
[det Vn]2=_det \ e
&snH
- v(n)+&
2
=
e&2sn tr H
[v(n)]d
.
Thus, ln[det Vn]2=&2sn tr H&d ln v(n) and, since v varies regularly with
exponent ;,
ln[det Vn]2t&2sn tr H&;d ln n.
When the gains are of type (1, ;), snt#0 ln n, and when the gains are of
type (:, ;), ln nsn  0. It follows that
ln[det Vn]2t&2sn[tr H+`d]. (10)
Moreover,
\ det Vkdet Vk+1 +
2
=_v(k+1)v(k) &
d
_ det e
&skH
det e&sk+1H&
2
=_v(k+1)v(k) &
d
e2#k+1 tr H.
Thus, applying (8),
1&\ det Vkdet Vk+1+
2
t1&(1+2d`#k)[1+2#k trH]
t&2#k[d`+tr H]. (11)
We finally deduce from (9), (10), and (11) that
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#k$- v(k) Lk+1 ON(0, 7) a.s.
3.4. Proof of Theorem 1
Set 2n=(Zn&z*)&Ln . Let u be any vector of Rd.
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#kei(u, - v(k) (Zk&z*))
=
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#kei(u, - v(k) Lk)ei(u, - v(k) 2k)
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#kei(u, - v(k) (Zk&z*))
=
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#kei(u, - v(k) Lk)[1+O(- v(k) &2k&)].
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According to Lemma 3, we only have to prove that, almost surely on
1(z*),
lim
n
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#k - v(k) &2k&=0. (12)
We apply the following result, proved in [16].
Result 2. (1) Gains of type (1, ;). There exists '>0 such that
&2n&=0([v(n)]&12 - ln(sn) n&') a.s. on 1(z*).
(2) Gains of type (:, ;). &2n&=O(max[[v(n)]&1 ln(sn); n&\]) a.s.
on 1(z*).
Gains of type (1, ;). There exists '>0 such that, almost surely on
1(z*),
#k - v(k) &2k&=O \- ln(sk) k
&'
k +
and we have k1 (- ln(sk) k&'k)<+. Thus (12) is satisfied.
Gains of type (:, ;). Almost surely on 1(z*),
#k - v(k) &2k&=O \max {#k ln(sk)- v(k) ;
#k - v(k)
k\ =+ .
Since the function s[ #(s)[v(s)]&12 ln G(s) varies regularly with exponent
&:&;2,
:
n
k=1
#k ln(sk)
- v(k)
(1+n1&:&;2)L(n).
But 1&:&;2<1&:, thus
lim
n
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#k ln(sk)
- v(k)
=0.
Since s[ #(s) - v(s) s&\ varies regularly with exponent &:+;2&\,
:
n
k=1
#k - v(k)
k\
(1+n1&:&;2&\)L(n).
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However, 1&:+;2&\<1&:, thus
lim
n
1
sn
:
n
k=1
#k - v(k)
k\
=0.
Finally, (12) is fulfilled, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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